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Coppet Dinghy Week 2017 News 

You may recall that we consulted widely on our review of Coppet Week 2015, and as a result 
introduced a number of changes for last year’s event (2016) including more varied courses, 
shortening the series, adding in the pursuit race on the Friday and introducing our revised 
handicap system for the event.  We hope that these added to your enjoyment of the week. 

A key point in all the responses received to our consultation and voiced again during last years 
event was the importance of retaining the very special family friendly character of the week itself, 
which we hope is why you all keep coming back year after year, and this we will aim to do. 

This time round there a very few changes planned although we are sorry that after keeping the 
entry fees unchanged for a number of years they have been increased slightly.  We have also 
brought forward the cut off dates for both the early discounted entry rate and the final closing 
date for entries.   

As a club we have limited resources and seventy five boats really is the absolute limit that we 
can manage safely both on and off the water, so please enter in good time and don't risk being 
disappointed.  We will NOT be accepting entries at the event as we have to be able to plan in 
advance for the number of boats expected on the water and people in the clubhouse afterwards. 

Coppet Week Handicaps 
As you probably know we consider that the present Portsmouth Yardstick system is not fully 
working for a large general handicap mass start event such as Coppet Week, with the results 
being skewed to the advantage of the faster boats.  The slower boats are disadvantaged by 
having to sail in the dirty wind and water left behind the fast boats, good slow boat sailors have 
to contend with less well sailed faster ones and they are generally in the busier part of the fleet 
for the bulk of the race.  Also the effect of the tide on boat speed which is proportionately greater 
on the slower boats is not taken account of in the present system.   
 

We introduced a trial system last year to decrease the handicaps of the fast boats and increase 
those of the slow boats to try and level the playing field a little. Having used it for a year we have 
reviewed it and think we may actually have gone too far at either end of the scale, being a little 
too harsh on the very fastest classes and a little too generous to the very slowest.  So we are 
looking at a slightly more complicated formula introducing a series of bands, which is in fact 
much closer to that used at Hayling Island SC from whom we initially drew inspiration. 
 

Under this revised system then: 
 

Boats with a PY between 1020 and 920:  
Get 1 point subtracted for every 5 points they are below 1020. 
 

Then Boats with a PY below 920:  
Get 20 points subtracted as above then a further 
1 point subtracted for every 10 points they are below 920. 
 
 

Boats with a PY between 1020 and 1120: 
Get 1 point added for every 5 points they are above 1020. 
 

Then Boats with a PY above  1120:  
Get 20 points added as above then a further 
1 point added for every 10 points they are below 920. 
 

We will publish a list of Club handicaps based on the 2017 RYA Portsmouth Yardstick list after 
that has been published , which will also include numbers for classes which no longer have an 
official PY number, and will continue our long standing policy of altering handicaps for any class 
where we can see there is justification. In this context we intend to sail the International Canoe 
and the Assymetrical Canoe off  the same PY number, this year that would have been 866.  



   

These will then be subject to the above formula and the 2017 Coppet Week Handicap List will be 
published sometime in March once the RYA release their new list.   
 

To give you an indication of the numbers that would have been used for this year under the 
revised system they are set out below for the classes that took part and some other regulars.  
 

 

Class PY No. Change Coppet No.

RS 800 817 -30 787
Assy Canoe 866 -25 841
Int Canoe 866 -25 841
505 912 -21 891
RS 600 920 -20 900
Laser 4000 920 -20 900
Osprey 941 -16 925
RS 400 943 -15 928
Fireball 964 -9 955
Contender 976 -9 967
Merlin Rocket 983 -7 983
Phantom 995 -5 991
RS 100 8.4 1004 -3 1001
Buzz 1015 -1 1014
Blaze 1021 0 1021
Tazar 1023 0 1023
RS Aero 9 1028 2 1030
Devoti Zero 1033 3 1036
Scorpion 1040 4 1044
RS 200 1047 5 1052
N12 1064 9 1073
RS Aero 7 1066 9 1075
Supernova 1075 10 1085
Laser Stratos 1094 14 1108
Laser 1095 14 1109
OK 1103 16 1119
Enterprise 1113 19 1132
GP 14 1131 21 1152
Laser Radial 1136 21 1157
Solo 1140 22 1162
Europe 1145 23 1168
Graduate old rig 1165 24 1189
Miracle 1210 30 1240
Topper 1341 42 1383  


